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EVERYTHING IS AT STAKE!
WHAT TO DO?
TESTING THE BASICS OF DIEM25
DIEM25, the “Democracy in Europe Movement 2025”, was initiated in February 2016 by
a group around the former Greek finance minister and professor of economics Yanis
Varoufakis as an encouraging pan-European attempt for democracy. With initial enthusiasm for pan-Europeanism and Yanis Varoufakis’ upright standing against the odds as
Greek Finance Minister in 2015 many democrats and socialists joined in. Now, after
having thoroughly reflected on what we are doing, campaigning and heading for my
enthusiasm has turned into deep concern.
There have been too many movements,
campaigns or initiatives that started enthusiastically and soon turned out a flash
in the pan, normally because the basic line
turned out illusionary. They stagnated and
stayed independent, small, political
groups, or - and this is much more tragic –
they ended in terrible social dead ends. I
think of the Arab Spring, the Orange Revolution of Ukraine and also of Syriza in
Greece.

So there was no way around for me to
work over the fundaments of DIEM25 profoundly not to get bogged down politically
in the end. I am a sort of a veteran in so
cial conflicts (age 69) and possibly can help
by adding substance to our issues.
This article is an abstract of the longer test
report, which is now available as a published book in German, a English version in
the making: “My dear Yanis … an Essay on
Left Strategy and a longer Open Letter to
Yanis Varoufakis”.

On States and Democracy

Yanis Varoufakis is a former finance minister of Greece
and the most influential initiator of the der panEuropean Movement Democracy in Europe Movement
2025. (Foto: Valerij Ledenev, flickr.com, CC BY-SA 2.0)

The most often used political terms today
are “democracy”, “democratic” or “democratize”. We have to grasp this form of
government in history in terms of the
origin and central task of states, class
struggle and capitalism. I agree to Noam
Chomsky’s “You can’t have capitalist democracy!” Both are not compatible. There
is no greater lie than the central statement of capitalist nation states: “All state
authority is derived from the people!” In
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reality “all power emanates from the capital”.
The Western representative democracies
are nothing but plutocratic oligarchies
camouflaged as parliamentary systems.
People’s rule and genuine democracy cannot last long unchallenged because capital,
which by definition and practice rules the
world, cannot be voted out of its grip on
society by majorities. Until today peoples’
governments were always and everywhere fiercely fought right away by the
oligarchic upper class.

On Nations and Nationalism
The “nation” has been imagined to back
up ideologically the modern bourgeoiscapitalist state, to define the borders of its
domestic markets and the range of its political and legal dominion. Nationalism is
the most prominent ideology to disarm
the peoples and to make the lower classes
modelling clay in the hands of an economic and political establishment.
Again and again the majority got talked
into a narrow-minded, collective, national
“WE” (WE Britons, WE Germans, WE
Frenchmen, WE Poles, Italians, Spaniards,
Danes, etc.). The mendacious “WE” pretends social unity of equals. But there
cannot be national companionship between capitalist employers and dependent
employees, financial elites and propertyfree populations or equality between surplus dissipating upper classes and value
generating workforce.
 “WE” working people of all countries,
 “WE” by globally operating concern
bosses transnationally exploited labour
force,
 “WE” by a nuclear power lobby crossborder threatened populations,
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 “WE”, the global population, that has to
suffer from the damage to the environment and climate caused by a vanishingly small monopolistic band of finance and economy lords and their political stooges ,
WE belong together and WE all stand on
the same side of the barricades, irrespective of nations, continents or states.

On European Capitalist Crises
Ignoring this global reality Yanis continuously propagates his central political and
economic aim “to save European capitalism from itself”, to stabilize capitalism, to
repair, control and regulate it. This comes
close to an ordinary, only too well-known,
social democratic reform program.
The policy paper “Modest Proposal for
Resolving the Eurozone Crisis” by Yanis
Varoufakis, Stuart Holland and James K.
Galbraith is their program to stabilize European capitalism. The proposals concerning the state debts crisis, banking crisis
and investment crisis turn out to be typical
professorial policy counselling, an economic panacea which will never save anything from itself.

On Diem Strategies and Tactics
DIEM25 distinguishes immediate activities,
medium term priorities, and the longer
term goal: Transparency of the Brussels
administration, stabilizing anti-crisis economic policies, and a European constitution in order to transform Europe into a
fully-fledged democracy.
For me these plans are a brainchild of intellectual academic contrivers without
connection to current peoples’ movements and needs. DIEM25 is no “Democracy in Europe Movement”. They are chas-

ing after the phantom to transform Europe into a fully-fledged democratic continent featuring a capitalistically sound Union of sovereign nation states. A “Democracy Movement for Saving the Capitalism
and the Nation States in Europe” is an
emancipatory fake, is political imposture.
We have to judge the crises and the political and economic dangers for Europe in a
much wider context.

On Dooming World Financial
Capitalism
Scientific evidence and insistent warnings
are confirmed by humanitarian, war and
nature disasters around the globe. Capitalism is not slowly declining but suffocating
on its own rampant dynamics.
Around the world operating, economic
players, a global network of finance capitalism and worldwide IT monster companies have left behind their former national
affiliations or have developed from the
start beyond and above of a special nation-state straightjacket.
Nation states are losing more and more
decision-making authority. They are historically outlived and instrumentalized by
the new global centres of power which no
longer differentiate between” national”
and “overseas”, between “WE” and
“THEM”.
They can only exist by launching an already raging Economic World War against
each other for supremacy. Top financial
and economic war lords strive for nothing
else but the rise of their business figures
and just care for their special balance
sheets. Their superpower and hegemonial
policies leave behind scorched earth in
terms of world nutrition, world climate,

world resources, billions of war, climate
and poverty driven refugees.
They will generate the final breakdown of
the world economy in ever deepening crises as well as cause the collapse of planetary ecological, humanitarian, geological
and climatic systems,
Forced by the inherent logic of their economic system they will push the world
towards a global abyss - except the peoples of the world hinder them in so doing
by suspending their perverse financial system.

A Vision on Realistic Grounds
Two columns constitute modern Western
civilisation. Firstly nation states and nationalism mixed up with democratic illusions; secondly the absolute validity of
private property providing the proprietor
with an unfettered power of disposal on
matters and men in his possession and
hence under his command.
We cannot hope to change the way of
world financial and monopolistic capitalism into the abyss by repairing, reforming,
or stabilizing it from within according to its
rules – as Varoufakis and DIEM25 are intending. We have to cut a Gordian Knot by
fighting the national “WE’s” as well as
joining and building up a global front
against global, financial capitalism.
We also have to overstep the holy of holies of their capitalist world: the right to
rule and command by the legally sacrosanct private property.
We must end the basic shape of a world
separating immense wealth in the hands
of a tiny propertied minority on one side
and billions of disfranchised, their living
conditions threatened people worldwide
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on the other side. The hopeless future fate
of the peoples is not God-given but artificial by the capitalist structure of power
and thus man-made and alterable.
To cut the Gordian Knot means to expropriate the worldwide withhold, vagabonding, enormous funds and use them for the
sake of the world population and for safeguarding the maltreated Planet Earth. This
is the decisive alternative to the impending abyss. All politics, movements and activities – above all left ones - have to service this vision strategically.

On Main Strategic Goals in the G7
to G20 Countries
For the centres of world capitalism I see
two main strategic goals.
1. In the course of the running century a
worldwide struggle for survival will escalate. We have to tackle the senseless superstructure of financial capitalism. Our
contribution in the Western countries, our
guideline has to be:

Abandon fictitious capital and fiat
money!
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2. We owe the peoples of the world a second central help. We have to rule out and
abolish the production and distribution of
weaponry to every corner of the world by
“our” ruling classes. The true, global instigators and warmongers are to be found
here in the G7 states.

Bring down the military-industrial
complex!

Closing Remark
I have tested DIEM25 in the light of these
contemporary challenges. Unfortunately
DIEM has failed the test right along the
line.
This preview can merely give a rough
overview on the topics. The full Report of
the “Political Essay on DIEM25 and left
strategy”” will provide you with a consistent line of argumentation.
You can purchase it at a small prize, as a
printed book in German.
The English reader can download the English version of the book for free.
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